
Rhodes is under attack and Helios’ statue has awakened in rage. Players join in the fight of 
flames to save a city worth 50,000x their bet. 

In the Base Game, wild warships sail across the bronze waves each time they’re involved in 
a win - steering to the right and leaving re-spins in their wake for as long as wins keep rolling. 
When a win occurs involving a wild on reel 5, the warships are shot down and Fury Free 
Spins is unlocked, awarding 6 spins and 2 additional rows. The battle begins with a wild ship 
strategically positioned in the middle of reel 1. 

Wild war ships rush in as reinforcements during Fury Free Spins and lock in place until 
the feature is over, each awarding an additional spin. When a win includes a wild, all wilds 
involved sail to the right until they reach the hot spot, initially located on the last reel of each 
row. When the hotspot is reached, another additional free spin is awarded and the hot spot 
moves one reel to the left until the row contains only wild symbols and Rhodes is victorious! 

Stand with Helios in battle, this bronze god brings nothing but gold. 

ID:  heliosfury
Columns x Rows: 5 x 3 (5 x 5 during free spins)
RTP: 96.27% (97.00% for feature buy)
Volatility:       out of
Payout Mechanic: 99 - 259 Connected Ways
Max Coinciding Win: 5,180 x bet
Max Win (Simulated): 50,000 x bet

Max Win Per Line: 20 x bet
Default Free-Spin Cost: €0.10
Hit Frequency: 23.98%
Average Win Free-Spins: 80.6 x bet
Min Bet: €0.10
Max Bet: €20



WILD RE-SPIN

Wild symbols involved in a win move one reel towards the right 
and award a re-spin.

Re-spins continue as long as a win is made involving a wild 
symbol, or until a win has been made involving a wild on reel 5.

MEGA WIN 
 (bet multiplier 30+) 1 in 242

EPIC WIN  
(bet multiplier 60+) 1 in 470

BIG WIN
(bet multiplier 15+) 1 in 145

BUY FEATURE

The Buy Feature awards the Fury Free Spins for the price 
displayed. 

If the sum of all wins exceeds 50,000x, the player is awarded 
50,000x bet!

FURY FREE SPINS

When a win is made involving a wild on reel 5, free spins are 
awarded. 

Triggering the Fury Free Spins awards 6 spins with a starting 
wild placed in the middle of reel 1, and expands the reel area by 2 
additional rows!

Wilds landing in Free Spins award +1 spins and are held on the reels 
for the entire feature. 

When a win includes a wild, all wilds involved move one reel to the 
right until they reach the hot spot initially located on the last reel of 
each row. 

Once a wild reaches the hot spot, +1 free spins are awarded and the 
hot spot moves one reel to the left until the row contains only wild 
symbols.

WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES



Bahasa Indonesia

Bahasa Melayu

Chinese (Simplified)

Chinese (Traditional)

Croatian

Czech
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Dutch
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Estonia
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Isle of Man
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Malta

Romania

Sweden

CONNECTED WAYS

LANGUAGE

APPROVED JURISDICTION

Matching combinations of three or more symbols along any connected way 
from left to right starting at the first column creates a win. A connected way is 
formed by any positions that are in adjacent columns and one row above, one 
row below, or in the same row as each other making up a total of 99 connected 
ways in the main game and 259 connected ways in Fury Free Spins. 

SYMBOLS


